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On the morning of 14 December 1861, two officers accompanied by an executioner
and a blacksmith entered a prison cell in St. Petersburg’s Peter and Paul Fortress. They were
tasked with preparing the poet and journalist Mikhail Mikhailov for his civil execution. The
State Senate had convicted Mikhailov of authoring the radical pamphlet To the Young
Generation, and sentenced him to twelve and a half years of penal labour – commuted by
Alexander II (reigned 1855-81) to six – followed by lifelong exile to Siberia. The executioner
shaved half of the prisoner’s head in the manner of an exile while the blacksmith fitted him
with shackles. Mikhailov was then seated with his back to the coachman on a carriage,
dubbed a ‘chariot of shame’, and driven the kilometre or so that separates the fortress on the
banks of the Neva from Sytnaia Square on the city’s Petrograd Side. The carriage was
surrounded on all sides by guards with their swords drawn. In this abject pose, Mikhailov was
convoyed to his place of execution.2
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Sytnaia Square was a marketplace bustling with traders and shoppers. Some were
about their business; others milled in curious anticipation around a wooden scaffold draped in
black cloth that stood in the centre of the square. An agent of the Imperial security police, the
Third Department, reported that ‘there were very few people – around 200, not more, and
they were all common people (prostoi narod).’ Before Mikhailov’s arrival on the square,
members of the crowd had been saying ‘that some general or other is going to be executed,
but no one knows what for.’ When the carriage arrived, Mikhailov was led onto the scaffold.
An official read out the court’s sentence but not very loudly, such that ‘most people did not
even know the criminal’s name.’ As the agent reported, ‘some, who had not understood the
sentence, were chattering that [Mikhailov] had wanted to overthrow the sovereign and all the
ministers; almost no one heard what was actually said.’3
If the public pronouncements framing the execution remained opaque to the audience,
the semiotics of power were far less ambiguous. To the beating of drums, Mikhailov was
made to kneel while a sabre, that symbol of military honour, specially filed down at the
middle, was broken over his head. He was then dressed in a convict’s coat and chained for
ten minutes to a black pillory that stood in the centre of the scaffold. The crowd might have
been largely ignorant of both Mikhailov’s identity and the nature of his crimes, but it was
clear to everyone on Sytnaia Square that they were witnessing a punitive drama in which the
retributive might of the autocracy was visited on the diminutive figure of a single, powerless
man.
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Wittingly or otherwise, Mikhailov played his own part to perfection. He was, the Third
Department agent reported, ‘very still and pale and did not utter a word the whole time.’4
Mute and compliant, Mikhailov’s body served as a stage prop over which the power of the
state was performed. The ceremony concluded, he descended from the scaffold a convict
‘stripped of all rights of rank,’ to be returned under armed escort to the Peter and Paul
Fortress. He had ceased to be a legal subject within the Russian Empire: he had lost all his
civil rights; his formal relations with his family had been severed; his right to own property
had been terminated. The civil execution had passed off, a Third Department agent noted,
‘successfully.’ That evening Mikhailov began his long journey to the Nerchinsk Mining
District in Eastern Siberia where he would join the ranks of the region’s penal labourers.5
Civil executions of ‘state criminals’ during the reign of Alexander II were intended to
underline the absolute supremacy of the autocracy and the legal and moral defeat of
individuals who dared to challenge it. They choreographed ceremonies of collective
condemnation from the assembled crowds who represented the wider community of the tsar’s
subjects. Many, like Mikhailov’s, were staged without incident, and followed the ritual of
debasement and expulsion endorsed by the state.6 Yet when at the civil executions of
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revolutionaries both convicts and spectators departed from the state’s script of public
humiliation and orderly opprobrium, the performance of monarchical power and autocratic
justice proved liable to subversion. Eyewitness testimony, legal commentaries, and official
reports reveal how Russian radicals and their supporters could succeed in hijacking the
ceremony in order to repudiate the symbolic power of the state, proclaim their ideals and
demonstrate political commitment and solidarity. The civil executions of revolutionaries
expose the collapsing hierarchies and diminishing moral and judicial authority of the
autocracy in the reign of Alexander II.
In Russia as elsewhere in Europe, the scaffold also served to mount carefully curated
public displays of the vast disparities in power between the sovereign and his or her subjects.
In Michel Foucault’s words:

The public execution… has a judicio-political function. It is a ceremonial by which a
momentarily injured sovereignty is reconstituted…. Its aim is to bring into play, as its
extreme point, the dissymmetry between the subject who has dared to violate the law and the
all-powerful sovereign who displays his strength… The public execution did not re-establish
justice; it reactivated power.7

Civil death should, therefore, be considered one of what Richard Wortman has termed the
autocracy’s ‘scenarios of power’, the techniques successive tsars deployed to project
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authority and legitimacy. Parade grounds, city squares, palaces, public ceremonies and the
press all became venues for the stage-managed affirmation of monarchical sovereignty.8
Within the Russian Empire, assertions of monarchical sovereignty suffused the
administration and enjoyment of rights, which were never the legally encoded protections
constructed around the presumption of natural rights in states such as France, Britain and the
United States. Jane Burbank has argued that what she terms ‘the Russian imperial rights
regime’ was ‘founded on the state’s assignment of rights and duties to differentiated
collectives.’ Subjects of the tsar only perceived and exercised anything approaching ‘rights’
in contexts shaped by their membership in different corporate bodies, from religious
communities to estates. Whilst officials administered this ‘imperial rights regime’, at its very
core stood the figure of the sovereign.9 The ultimate authority of the sovereign to grant,
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make, and change law remained throughout the nineteenth century.10 He or she could bestow
and revoke rights and promote and demote individuals from one rank to another. In Russia,
Burbank argues, ‘rights appear with the state and in relation to it, in gestures made by the
distant ruler to appease, accommodate, and manipulate his subjects... Under the imperial
rights regime, a person obtains rights only when the state appears on the social scene and
grants rights to its subjects.’11 As a consequence, ‘there was no implicit standard of equality
to work with, no declared rights to all men and citizens to be seized.’ For Burbank, rights
were not just practically meaningless in the absence of a state willing to recognise or enforce
them; the ‘imperial rights regime’s’ tangle of complex, discretionary provisions gave ‘both
rulers and subjects perspectives on politics that differ from those fortified by the ideals (and
tensions) of natural and universal rights.’12 Yet as the ensuing discussion of public
punishment demonstrates, the reign of Alexander II witnessed the emergence of sites of
contestation between this ‘imperial rights regime’ and an alternative framework of natural
rights, championed by tsarism’s opponents. Drawing on the influences of European
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republicanism and liberalism, the radical movement articulated natural inalienable rights not
within the legal provisions of the state but, in a deliberate rebuke to autocratic prerogatives,
within the moral community of its own adherents.13In their design, civil executions were
graphic proof that all status and rights in the Russian Empire issued from the figure of the tsar
and were contingent on his favour.14 In obliterating the legal subject, the ceremony affirmed
the primary power of the autocracy to institute and sustain identity; what the sovereign
created, he could also annihilate. Elise Kimmerling Wirtschafter has observed that ‘the
legally defined categories or identities of Russian Imperial society…. functioned as tools of
administrative control and governance: they defined formal rights and obligations – for
example, tax and service obligations – as well as lawful economic opportunities and access to
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education and the rewards of service.’15 Their permanent removal represented a fundamental
assault on the rights of an individual subject and on his or her prospects of ever being
reintegrated into society, even upon completion of a sentence of penal servitude. Legal
reformer Ivan Foinitskii observed in 1874 that, ‘in Russian law, the deprivation of rights was
a lifelong institution, which accompanied the condemned man… up until the grave.’ Divested
of his rights and ranks, the convict was condemned to ‘content himself with a fate of
rightlessness, which makes it possible for everyone to treat him arbitrarily and insult his
person.’16
The theatrical gravity of the civil execution - the black stage, the solemn
pronouncement of both crime and punishment, the executioner, the criminal kneeling beneath
a raised sword, the phalanx of soldiers standing guard – all drew their fearsome symbolic
power from their invocation of the rituals of capital and corporal punishment. Early modern
public executions were a key form of judicial instruction across Europe. Peter Spierenburg
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argues that ‘the laws… authorities enacted had to be implemented visually through the public
punishment of violators. The observable fact that punishments were indeed meted out
constituted a necessary prerequisite for the preservation of a shaky authority. People had to
see that ‘justice reigned’ in a particular city or country.’17 Before the legal reforms of the
1860s introduced open trials, public executions served, Evgenii Anisimov has argued, as ‘an
important instrument for educating subjects in the spirit of obedience.’18 Legal experts such
as future Minister of Justice Nikolai Murav’ev maintained that, in the pre-reform era, civil
executions also had an ‘edifying’ effect on the population and were ‘important, serving as the
only demonstration of the consequences of punitive justice.’ But the new ‘publicity and oral
nature of proceedings in our current legal process’ served to ‘familiarise society and the
people with the results of a process that had previously been enveloped in bureaucratic
secrecy’ and rendered shaming punishments ‘purposeless’.19
Besides, in Russia, as across Europe, public punishments often fell short of the
pedagogical designs of the authorities. The violence on display in corporal punishments was
believed to coarsen the sensibilities of the crowd and arouse cruel and savage instincts.
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Officials began to fear that floggings could become the sites of public disorder as sympathy
with the criminal threatened to spill over into a condemnation of the authorities.20 In the years
leading up to the 1863 reform of corporal punishment in the Russian Empire, when its use
was significantly curtailed, both the tsarist authorities and legal reformers expressed
mounting scepticism about the instructive benefits of public floggings.21
Crowds proved similarly unpredictable and obdurate spectators at civil executions,
when the state’s punishment was directed at the status rather than the body of the criminal.
They often had no understanding of the crime for which the convict was being punished
because the sentences read out on the scaffold were either inaudible or unintelligible.
Spectators frequently flocked to the scaffold as to what Murav’ev dismissed as a ‘frivolous
spectacle,’ expressed scepticism at the justice of the sentence, and showed sympathy towards
the convict by throwing coins for him to gather up.22
The role of the audience in the public performance of justice was fraught with
ambiguity. Some were carefully selected, drawn from social constituencies – the nobility or
the army – that the government wished to impress with the dangers of sedition. In such cases,
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the regimentation of proceedings and the scripting of the audience’s responses to them could
be vouchsafed. But the majority of men and women who underwent a civil execution did so
in market squares in front of far less predictable plebeian crowds of tradesmen, workers and
peasants. Attempts by spectators to intervene in, or subvert, the punitive ritual was greeted in
official circles with alarm as they showcased initiative and unpredictability that challenged
the ruling ethos of autocratic paternalism. Both servitors and opponents of the state were
acutely aware that the audience mattered, and that rituals of punishment could serve to
symbolically affirm or erode the power of the autocracy.23 As a result, the ability either to
direct or to disrupt the behaviour of the audience became itself a form of political currency.
So far, so European; Russia’s experience of the theatre of punishment falls, with some
chronological disparities, squarely within the broader frame. The rise of official misgivings at
the carnivalesque potential of execution sites is familiar from histories of France, Germany
and England. Yet there were important differences between the Russian and the West
European experience. By the time the European states were constructing a system of modern
penitentiaries, ending deportations to overseas penal colonies and abolishing public
executions, the autocracy was still flogging and shaming criminals in public squares, and
marching thousands every year in chains through the empire’s towns and cities into Siberian
exile.24 In the 1860s and 1870s, the autocracy was still deploying this pre-modern penal
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apparatus in its struggle with a decidedly modern political phenomenon: a revolutionary
movement committed to the complete transformation of the state and society.
Revolutionaries injected a new, seditious element into the public performance of
justice. Christopher Ely has shown how they sought to use ‘the advantages of the city as both
a social nexus and a performance/display space, as an arena in which to declare their political
colours.’25 They appropriated public spaces and manipulated traditional rituals in order to
stage improvised revolutionary protests.26 At a time when, as Laura Engelstein has observed,
‘the symbolic repertory of absolutism… had begun to lose its hold,’ the market squares where
scaffolds were erected became a politically charged venue in which revolutionaries and their
supporters sought to challenge the autocracy.27 They repudiated the sovereign’s proclaimed
power to strip convicts of their honour and rights, and refused to play their appointed roles as
chastened subjects of the tsar. Instead, they used the ceremony of their public humiliation as a
stage on which to denounce despotism and proclaim an alternative vision of activism,
solidarity, and revolution. Civil executions thus became a contestation of the autocracy as the
source of honour, rights and, ultimately, of sovereignty.
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Civil executions of revolutionaries may be described as what the social anthropologist
Emily Chao has termed ‘failed rituals.’ Ceremonies designed to endorse particular regimes of
power are thrown into doubt, revealing troubling questions of legitimation and authority.28
Official attempts to stage-manage orderly civil executions were part of a broader struggle to
defend the autocracy’s symbolic ownership of public space and its grip on the semiotics of
justice and punishment. The defence of these prerogatives was essential for the maintenance
of the public edifice of Russian absolutism. Building on studies of legal culture, punishment,
and the rise of the revolutionary movement in the reign of Alexander II, this article focuses
on three civil executions of ‘state criminals’ staged in Moscow and St. Petersburg between
1864 and 1875 to examine how revolutionaries and their supporters recast ‘scenarios of
power’ as ‘scenarios of rebellion’.

An Evolving Scenario of Power: A History of Civil Executions in Russia
The origins of civil death lie in Roman law, which authorised capitis dimenutio
as a punishment for slaves, the perpetrators of serious crimes and those guilty of unauthorised
flight to foreign countries. Several European states elaborated punishments of civil death.
Bills of Attainder in Medieval English common law, Bürgerlicher Tod in Germany and mort
civile in France all articulated forms of civil annihilation that variously removed the rights of
convicted criminals to vote, to own property, to bear legal witness and to enjoy the
entitlements and responsibilities of marriage and paternity.29
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Peter the Great’s 1716 military statutes first introduced into Russia a putative version of ‘civil
executions’, or ‘political death’ as it was sometimes known, in the practice of cashiering
soldiers.30 Article 97 specified that when soldiers were found guilty of desertion in battle, ‘a
sabre is to be broken over their heads and, thus shamed (shel’movannyi), they are to be
hanged.’ For less serious offences, dishonoured soldiers were not executed but, as Peter
himself commented on the draft legislation, ‘expelled from the company of good and honest
people.’31 Over the next few years, the ceremony of ritual shaming was extended beyond the
military to include serf-owners who sought to conceal the true number of their souls from the
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state’s tax collectors, those engaging in violent disorder in a courtroom and state officials
who broke the laws of their office.32
On 25 May 1753, Empress Elizabeth (reigned 1741-62) formally replaced the gallows
with penal labour in Siberia; a ruling from the State Senate clarified that those guilty of
capital crimes would henceforth submit to a ‘political death’ and exile ‘to eternal penal
labour.’ The new statute effectively replaced what it termed ‘natural death’ with ‘political
death’, or with what one legal expert subsequently termed ‘a juridical fiction of the death of
the criminal.’33 Catherine the Great’s (reigned 1762-92) ‘Charter to the Nobility’ of 1785 and
her ‘Manifesto on Duelling’ of 1787 both extended the range of offences which incurred
what was now referred to as ‘the loss of noble status (dostoinstvo)’ or the ‘loss of nobility and
ranks.’34
But it was not until the publication in 1824 of a new statute, which was included in
the 1833 Digest of the Laws of the Russian Empire, that the state finally offered a more
comprehensive codification of criminal statutes governing offences that entailed the ‘loss of
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all their rights of rank and position.’ The digest contained detailed instructions designed to
choreograph the practice of civil executions. It clarified that the punishment was to be
‘always in public’ and that the condemned lost both family and property rights.35
Subsequent legislation introduced in 1846 elaborated that this annihilation of legal
status was to be accompanied by religious exhortations to salvation: if the prisoner was
Orthodox, his confession would be taken; if he was Protestant, ‘then the clergyman should
seek… to arouse him and prepare him to repent and to pray for the cleansing of his soul,
which has been befouled by crime.’ The condemned individual was to be ‘transported to the
place of execution on an elevated black carriage surrounded by guards with their sabres
drawn.’ If a parricide or a matricide, the criminal was to be covered in a black shawl; those
guilty of other offences were to wear a sign around their necks naming the crime of which
they had been found guilty.36
Having been so delivered to the place of civil execution, the 1846 statute continues,
‘in the presence of all… the court’s sentence is read out and, if criminal belongs to the noble
estate, then a sabre is broken over his head, then he is exhibited and secured to a pillory
(pozornyi stolb), painted black, on the scaffold. After ten minutes have elapsed, the
condemned man is, unless exempt by law from corporal punishment, subject to a flogging by
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the executioner and, where appropriate, to branding.’ 37 The new legislation was accompanied
by detailed instructions concerning the precise dimensions of the scaffold and the pillory.38
Draped in black cloth, the scaffold symbolised the non-civic realm into which the
criminal was to be expelled. The soldiers who surrounded it during the ceremony guarded the
criminal, but they also symbolically patrolled the imaginative border that separated the civil
community of the autocracy from its obverse: a penal realm of remote provinces, exile
settlements and prison forts. The ceremony thus briefly displayed within the public spaces of
Russian towns and cities examples of the moral abasement that led to a netherworld that
existed beyond the ranks, rights and protections afforded by the state.39 The statutes made
clear that the priest was to exhort ‘the criminal to prepare himself for the life opening up
before him, here or in another world, that now bears no resemblance to his former life.’40
Upon completion of the ritual, the condemned individual passed into the administrative
control of the Tobolsk Exile Office, the nerve centre of the exile system.41
This fearsome display of the sovereign’s destructive power was also a display of
clemency, of violence suspended and retribution muted. The origins of a sentence of civil
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execution followed by penal labour lay in the practice of sparing the life of the criminal,
which was already well established in the Russian penal code by the end of the seventeenth
century. A 1689 law stipulated that criminals sentenced to death be ‘placed on the
executioner’s block but then raised from it and told that the Great Sovereign has shown
mercy on them and has ordered that they be not executed but rather severely punished,
knouted, have their tongues cut out and be exiled to live forever in Siberian towns.’42 The
personal authority of the sovereign was thus obtrusive in the dispensation of public justice.
Successive tsars found the commuting of death sentences to terms of penal labour an
expedient way of dealing with capital crimes, especially with those of a sensitive nature that
involved representatives of the nobility. When the dissident writer Aleksandr Radishchev was
sentenced to death for sedition in 1790, Catherine graciously ‘united justice with clemency’
in ‘sparing his life’ and in ordering that ‘he be stripped of his ranks…and his noble status,
and sent to Siberia.’43 Nicholas I (reigned 1825-55) spared the lives of 31 Decembrist officers
originally sentenced to decapitation; before their deportation to Siberia, on 13 July 1826 the
men underwent a civil execution in the Peter and Paul Fortress. Twenty three years later on
22 December 1849, Nicholas again showed clemency (of a sort) to dissident noblemen in the
mock execution of the Petrashevtsy on Semenovskii Square in St. Petersburg. Just as the
firing squad were raising their rifles, an aide-de-camp rode onto the square to deliver a
personal reprieve from the tsar.44 Commuting a sentence of physical death to a sentence of
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civil death was a dramatic display of the sovereign’s patrimonial power over his or her
subjects.

Personal Honour and Natural Rights
A civil execution not only removed the formal rights and ranks of the condemned man or
woman; officially, it also stripped them of their honour. Notions of ‘honour’ (chest’) have a
genealogy that stretches back into the collective or familial traditions of Muscovy.45 As
Susan Morrissey has argued, ‘all estate groups possessed notions of honour in Russia, and the
concepts of character and reputation consequently played an important role in social, legal,
and political life.’46 Honour was, however, a quality applied primarily to the nobility. Over
the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the nobility would litigate in defence
of their corporate honour, drawing on cultural models such as duelling and exemption from
corporal punishment imported from Western Europe.47
In the nineteenth century these corporate understandings of honour as an external
attribute came to be supplemented by an alternative understanding of honour as an internal
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and individual quality. In 1863, the lexicographer Vladimir Dal’ provided two principal
definitions of honour common in contemporary usage. The first was ‘an internal moral
quality of a person, valour, honesty, nobility of spirit and a pure conscience’; the second
concerned external markers of distinction and was ‘conditional, worldly, everyday nobility,
frequently false and imaginary’ or ‘a high title, order, rank, position’ that served as ‘external
proof of excellence.’48 The dichotomy Dal’ posited between internal and external, authentic
and contingent, forms of honour was at the heart of a contestation of autocratic sovereignty
and individual rights laid bare in the punitive rituals of the civil execution.
Corporal punishment in Russia involved a calculated dishonouring that was
understood to be no less potent a weapon in the state’s punitive arsenal than the knouts and
lashes wielded by executioners. Abby Schrader has shown how, in the early nineteenth
century, ‘officials reinforced the notion that the publicity of punishment and its
accompanying ceremony, rather than subjection to a particular instrument, led to the
criminal’s excommunication.’49 Where convicts were either exempt from, or spared, corporal
punishment, or indeed after the partial abolition of corporal punishment in 1863, the
dishonouring (beschestiashchii, opozorishchii, osramitel’nyi) ritual of the civil execution
was considered punishment itself.
The dishonouring of offenders on the scaffold reflected the state’s wider attempts, as
Morrissey has argued, ‘to make personal honour an object of governance.’50 As the evolution
of civil executions shows, in its administration of justice the pre-reform state strove to ensure
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that personal honour and dishonour correlated with the enjoyment or loss of civil rights.
Honour was bestowed by the tsar and its removal was reflected in the expulsion of the
individual from his or her estate. For lesser offences, noblemen or merchants might find
themselves stripped of their rights of estate and relegated to the status of the peasantry. In the
case of civil death – the most emphatic demonstration of dishonour – the individual lost all
rights of rank and was consigned to a position of maximal abjection within the empire, that of
a penal labourer.
Yet the monarch’s power to dishonour his subjects was increasingly subject to legal
and political challenge. Writing in the midst of the Great Reforms, legal critics of civil
executions pointed to the recent abolition in France, Belgium, Prussia and Austria of public
shaming as part of legally sanctioned punishments.51 Its persistence in Russia was, they
maintained, a symptom of a pre-Modern backwardness that had no place in the new era of
legal rationality and openness. They argued that the finer an offender’s moral sensibilities,
the more acutely he or she would experience this dishonour, and they lamented the fact,
therefore, that the most corrupt and debased criminals were simply indifferent to the
punishment for they had no honour to lose.52 The jurist Murav’ev invoked the now popular
distinction between conferred and inherent honour to argue that:

the state can only remove [a criminal’s] civil honour but not his personal, moral honour. The
limits and content of the former are determined by the state and are expressed in the lawful
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use of particular civil rights and benefits; it is only they that the state may remove while not
offending higher justice and exceeding the bounds of its authority. The latter depends on an
ineffable consciousness of honour which has developed within society and among the people
and which defies specific legal determination… A deeply moral and individual notion,
personal honour stands beyond state norms.’53

Murav’ev’s colleague Foinitskii criticised civil executions precisely for ‘teaching people to
value the individual not in accordance with his strengths and flaws but only in so far as he is
valued by the authorities.’ Besides, the state now had to contend, he pointed out, with the fact
that ‘a verdict removing honour, often in no way coincides with public opinion.’54 Both
jurists sought to circumscribe the coercive power of the state by suggesting that there were
core elements of individual dignity and honour that it could neither legitimately nor
effectively seek to destroy.
In Russia, as elsewhere in Europe, personal honour came to imply limitations on the
legitimate exercise of state power and suffused the articulation of natural rights and,
ultimately, political rights.55 The increasingly manifest disjuncture between the state’s desire
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to dishonour and its power to dishonour was something on which a radica elite, steeped in the
revolutionary discourse of the Enlightenment and republicanism, learned to seize. Rebelss
had already begun in the reign of Nicholas I to disavow the tsar as the primary arbiter of
honour. The Decembrist leader Mikhail Lunin – a nobleman stripped of all rights of rank and
banished to Siberia – insisted, in a letter to his sister in 1837, on the understanding of honour
as a matter of inner dignity and integrity, rather than a matter of reputation and standing: ‘No
one has the power to disgrace (pozorit’) people who have not deserved it. I have stood before
the gallows and have worn fetters. But do you really think me disgraced (opozorennyi)?’56
For Lunin, honour was a quality that no external power could remove; it constituted the
moral core of his autonomous self, capable of rational civic and political activity.
The Decembrists’ understanding of honour remained bound up with ideas of the
dignity of their noble estate but, by the middle of the nineteenth century, the concept of
honour was being democratised to denote a quality innate in all human beings, not just those
of rank. It became a powerful rhetorical weapon wielded by successive generations of
radicals in their struggle with the autocracy.57 In their published manifestos and declarations,
trial testimonies, suicide notes and private correspondence, they repeatedly invoked the
state’s violation of their honour and dignity as part of their casus belli. 58 Removed or
retained, assailed or defended, by the mid-nineteenth century, ‘honour’ had become a key
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political currency in the contest between the government and the revolutionary movement, a
corollary of rights that could not be legitimately revoked or denied. Opposing conceptions of
honour, the first conferred and the second inalienable, collided in dramatic fashion on the
scaffolds erected in town squares. This collision was nowhere more dramatic than during the
civil execution of the editor of the radical journal The Contemporary, Nikolai
Chernyshevskii.

The Civil Execution of Nikolai Chernyshevskii
On 17 May 1864, News of the St. Petersburg Police published the following notice:

At 8 o’clock in the morning of 19 May, the public announcement of the State Senate’s ruling,
approved by his Majesty, will be made to retired provincial councillor Nikolai
Chernyshevskii (35 years) on Mytninskaia Square.... It determines that Chernyshevskii is
guilty of composing incendiary appeals and of supplying them for secret publication with the
aim of disseminating them, and of taking steps to overthrow the existing order of government
in Russia. He is to be deprived of all rights of rank and exiled to penal labour in the mines for
seven years, followed by settlement in Siberia forever.’59

Whereas news of Mikhailov’s civil execution three years earlier had only reached the reading
public of the capital once it was a fait accompli, Chernyshevskii’s own ceremony was
advertised a full two days in advance. As a consequence, the crowd that formed on
Mytninskaia Square on 19 May was not the customary collection of accidental bystanders but
included spectators who had made their way to the square specifically to observe the civil
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execution. Estimates of the size of the crowd varied wildly from a few hundred to several
thousand; Third Department agents confirmed the presence of ‘many students.’60
Those who gathered on Mytninskaia Square witnessed the irony of a man whose
journalism had been censored now challenging the state without words.61 Several recorded
Chernyshevskii’s demonstrative indifference to proceedings. The young revolutionary Feliks
Volokhovskii noted that Chernyshevskii reacted to the reading out of the charges brought
against him ‘completely calmly, and looked in both directions and, as certain parts of the
confirmation of the sentence were read out, he smiled.’62 Student Aleksei Tveritinov
similarly observed that Chernyshevskii ‘was completely indifferent to the unfolding
spectacle, in which he was obliged to play the leading part.’63 The reports of police agents
present that morning corroborate these accounts: ‘during the reading of the sentence,
Chernyshevskii stood looking more than indifferent [to proceedings], constantly peering
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about him as if searching for someone [in the crowd], and frequently spitting (pleval), which
gave the writer [Aleksandr] Pypin, who is well known, cause to exclaim loudly,
“Chernyshevskii doesn’t give a damn about this! (pliuet na vse!)”’.64 Chernyshevskii’s
pointed nonchalance during the ceremony carried a political charge. It recast the scaffold as a
stage on which was enacted not the ritual of his humiliation but rather a repudiation of the
state’s power to strip him of his honour and dignity.65
Chernyshevskii’s own subversive performance on the scaffold was itself sustained
and applauded by members of the crowd who removed their hats while the sabre was broken.
Observers referred to the ‘deathly silence,’ punctuated by isolated shouts of ‘until we meet
again! (do svidaniia!)’ (a statement that seemed to undercut the purported finality of
Chernyshevskii’s sentence).66 Most dramatic of all, invoking a custom that had recently
established itself in Russian theatres, flowers were thrown from the crowd in the direction of
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the scaffold.67 The police reported a single bouquet; other eyewitnesses claimed that several
were thrown. A plainclothes police officer arrested a young woman named Mikhaelis who
had thrown a bouquet. She declared her sympathy for Chernyshevskii and admitted to
throwing the flowers but was later released into the custody of her mother.68 Public
manifestations of support for Chernyshevskii continued even as he was being driven away
from the market. The chief of police reported that ‘several carriages bearing his supporters
caught up with Chernyshevskii’s carriage as it proceeded across town, although the
gendarmes forced them to disperse.’69
The bouquet(s) cast towards the scaffold did not merely applaud Chernyshevskii’s
role as the ‘hero’ in the drama that played itself out on Mytninskaia Square. With their clear
invocation of the customs of the theatre, they highlighted the artifice of the ceremony in ways
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that subverted its self-proclaimed gravity. As one sympathetic eyewitness observed, ‘all that
was needed for an ovation to begin was some sort of signal.’70 In the alternative transcript
Chernyshevskii and his supporters collectively authored, the scaffold, the chains, the sign
around convict’s neck, the broken sabre and the black pillory all became stage props in a
piece of theatre that showcased not the power of the state but its diminishing authority.
Subsequently, tsarist officials appeared nervous that such public expressions of
sympathy with the convict and defiance of the authorities might be repeated in the
punishment of other political criminals. When, two years later, the revolutionary Nikolai
Ishutin was being transported to his own (mock) execution on Smolensk Field on St.
Petersburg’s Vasilevsky Island, gendarmes were quick to arrest two young men who removed
their hats and bowed as the ‘carriage of shame’ passed by in the street.71 In their preparations
for the civil execution of students convicted of involvement in Sergei Nechaev’s conspiracy
in Moscow in 1871, officials expressed concern that ‘the ceremony might trigger some kind
of protest and will, without doubt, draw to the execution site all the followers of nihilism.’72
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In other cases, officials were concerned by the level not of support but rather of hostility
towards the political prisoner, fearing that the crowds attending civil executions might
become so agitated that they could jeopardise the orderly conduct of the ceremony.
Spectators were required to play a passive and attentive role in the performance of justice,
and the prospect that they might step out of this role threatened to subvert the state’s direction
of proceedings.73 In 1862, a boisterous and hostile crowd attended the civil execution of the
radical officer and journalist Vladimir Obruchev and, believing in the wake of fires that had
recently engulfed two of St. Petersburg’s markets that the prisoner was guilty of arson,
‘expressed the barbaric desire that Obruchev’s head should be cut off, or that he should be
knouted, or, at the very least, that he should be shackled to the pillory upside down for having
dared to go against the tsar.’ Obruchev was hastily driven from the square before the situation
got out of hand.74

The Civil Execution of Sergei Nechaev
By 1873, Nechaev’s notoriety as the murderous head of a fanatical revolutionary conspiracy
and the author of the scandalous pamphlet Catechism of a Revolutionary (1869) amplified
threats to the orderly conduct of his civil execution. Head of the Moscow Gendarmes General
Ivan Slezkin was accordingly keen to limit publicity surrounding the event. The procurator
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had recommended publishing details of the ceremony only on the morning of its staging in
order to limit the size of the crowds. Even so, Slezkin was still concerned that large numbers
of people would congregate if Nechaev were transported to Konnaia Square through the
streets of Moscow, a journey that often took as long as two hours: ‘The appearance in the
street of the chariot of shame with the criminal and his passage across almost all of Moscow,
along the busiest streets will, as is well known, attract a crowd even without any preceding
publication…. Such a crowd can form itself into an entire mass of people.’75

Nechaev’s disruptive behaviour at his trial had convinced Slezkin that the convict, ‘who is
obsessed with the idea that Russia is now on the verge of a political revolution, will shout out
and make various appeals to the people.’ If a large number of people, most from the lower
classes, gathered, such appeals threatened to provoke ‘particular hostility and then the kind of
disorder that we might struggle to contain.’ Accordingly, Slezkin suggested that ‘some other
means be found to enact Nechaev’s judicial verdict.’ The Third Department declined to
cancel the civil execution, but it did instruct that, in order to limit the size of any crowd that
formed during the passage of Nechaev’s prison carriage across Moscow, the condemned man
be transported to a building in the vicinity of Konnaia Square the evening before the
ceremony. It also ordered that, the following morning, Nechaev’s carriage be accompanied
the short distance from the prison building to the square by a convoy that included three
drummers who were to drum incessantly in order to drown out the sound of any unwanted
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declarations from the prisoner. Soldiers were to be stationed in the prison building, ready to
be deployed, should any disorder ensue.76
In spite of these careful preparations, when just before 8 o’clock on 25 January 1873
Nechaev was driven out to Konnaia Square, things did not go to plan. Over the noise of the
beating drums, Nechaev repeatedly appealed to the crowds who congregated around his
carriage, shouting ‘Down with the tsar! You are the free Russian people! You are the slaves
of a despot! It is time to liberate yourselves from the yoke that calls itself the pious reign of
Alexander II!’77
Once on the scaffold, Nechaev gestured to the men who were shackling him to the
pillory and declared, ‘not three years will pass before the first Russian guillotine will cut off
their heads on this very spot!’ Nechaev re-cast the scaffold as the site of future retribution,
summoning the court of history to show the servitors of the state no mercy. His words reimagined the physical space of the scaffold as the sacral portal not to civil annihilation but to
a violent revolutionary future. The beating of the drums drowned out Nechaev’s subsequent
fantastical proclamations, and he was driven away at 8:10 am.78
Nechaev’s infamy and the secrecy surrounding the organisation of his civil execution
ensured that no sympathetic audience was in attendance. A relieved Governor General of
Moscow Vladimir Dolgorukov reported to the head of the Third Department Petr Shuvalov
later that day that ‘there was no violation of public order, although Nechaev’s impertinent
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appeals did indeed provoke general outrage in those present.’79 Relieved as they were that
things did not get out of hand, the authorities could do little to dispel the impression of a
furious challenge to the state’s authority. What should have been a ceremonial performance
of implacable judicial authority was transformed into a public spectacle of political defiance.
A more dramatic threat to the state’s judicial and moral authority lay in the possibility
that denunciations of the state from the scaffold would meet with explicit encouragement and
endorsement from spectators. This scenario unfolded two years later in St. Petersburg, at the
civil execution of another group of radicals, the Dolgushintsy.

The Civil Execution of the Dolgushintsy
Named after their leader Aleksandr Dolgushin, the Dolgushintsy had emerged in the late
1860s on the margins of Nechaev’s conspiracy. By the early 1870s, the group had joined the
radical group led by Nikolai Chaikovskii, and were active in the writing, printing and
dissemination of revolutionary literature before their eventual arrest in the autumn of 1873.
The following May twelve of their number were turned over to the State Senate for a trial
which on 15 July 1874 returned guilty verdicts and lengthy sentences of penal labour and
exile.80 The convicted men were then held in prison for a full nine months before their civil
execution, which was staged over two days on 5 and 6 May 1875 on St. Petersburg’s Konnaia
Square. The initial group engaged in minor acts of defiance during proceedings. One of them,
Lev Dmokhovskii, smiled during the entire journey in the ‘chariot of shame’ from Litovskii
Zamok prison to the square and, once on the scaffold, another, Dmitrii Gamov, refused to
kiss the cross. Yet, in general, the Third Department noted, ‘it all passed off quietly and
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calmly’; there were ‘very few’ students and youths and they ‘conducted themselves in a
dignified and decorous manner.’81
At the civil execution the following day of two remaining Dolgushintsy, Nikolai
Plotnikov and Ivan Papin, however, events took a very different turn. The two men remained
silent during the journey to Konnaia Square, but both refused to kiss the cross on the scaffold
and, once shackled to the pillory, Plotnikov began to shout, ‘Down with the tsar, down with
the aristocrats! We are all equal, long live freedom!’ and did not desist for the entire ten
minutes. Although the order was given to beat drums, they ‘only partially drowned out his
voice.’ While the ‘simple people’ standing around the scaffold reacted with ‘scorn and
indignation’, a group of youths and students, among them women, were ‘openly sympathetic
to Plotnikov, loudly expressing their approval with cries of “Well done!” and “Bravo!”’ As
Plotnikov was driven away, he continued to shout through the bars of the prison carriage and
a crowd of youths pursued the cortege with expressions of support. The procurator ordered
the arrest of those engaged in the disorder and thirteen individuals were detained.82
Alexander II himself took a keen interest in the events and expressed the hope that
‘those arrested will not go unpunished’. As the tsar was summering in the German spa town
of Bad Ems, the Third Department also submitted reports to the Tsarevich, one of which
invoked the authority not of the law but rather of public opinion. It observed that the
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ceremony’s intended, if indeterminate, audience, ‘reasonable people’, were ‘extremely
shocked and outraged at the insolence and impertinence not only of the condemned man
Plotnikov but also at the outbursts of the young people present’. There were calls, the report
noted, ‘to severely punish the instigators’ and criticisms of the police for failing to contain
the disorder. Minister of the Interior Petr Valuev enquired whether Plotnikov was not now
liable – as someone stripped of his noble rank – to corporal punishment, but Minister of
Justice Konstantin von Pahlen determined that Plotnikov could not be flogged ‘as he
committed the crime at the very moment when the sentence was being passed and could not
be considered deprived of his rights of rank until the end of the ceremonial punishment.’83
If the government found itself frustrated in its desire to punish Plotnikov as a convict,
it also struggled to apply what it deemed adequate legal sanctions to the individuals who had
been arrested at his civil execution. The procurator argued that they were indeed guilty of
breaching the peace, but found it ‘extremely undesirable’ to bring them before a magistrates’
court: ‘Plotnikov’s criminal statements on the scaffold would need to be repeated in court and
that would only give rise if not to another demonstration then at least to different kinds of
speculation.’ Besides, the charge of breaching the peace only entailed a maximum
punishment of nine days’ imprisonment, which was too lenient a penalty. As head of the
Third Department Nikolai Mezentsov fulminated, ‘given the specific attitudes of many of
[Plotnikov’s supporters] and their obvious readiness to stage demonstrations, an
unforgiveable blunder was committed in the public passing of Plotnikov’s sentence on 6
May.’ Charging the detainees with breaching the peace would be folly, Mezentsov insisted,
as ‘there would be a new demonstration. The magistrate will be intimidated by the public and
will acquit the accused.’ The government had every right to ‘defend itself, and is not obliged
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to show mercy to those who would show it no mercy.’ The answer, he argued, was to turn to
administrative (that is, extra-judicial) measures. Von Pahlen agreed that further court
proceedings were too risky and ordered that the detainees be released and the legal case
against them closed. Alexander II approved the administrative exile of four of the detainees
‘upon their release’ from custody.84
This retreat from the public enactment of justice only accelerated in the years that
followed. The relatively lenient sentences handed down at the ‘Trial of the 193’ in 1877 to
Populists arrested while conducting a campaign of revolutionary agitation in the countryside,
and the acquittal a year later of Vera Zasulich on charges of attempted murder of the
Governor of St. Petersburg persuaded the authorities that the courts were an unreliable ally in
their struggle with the revolutionary movement.85
In a wide-ranging report, published in the wake of the disturbances on Konnaia
Square, the Third Department also called into the question the strategic value of conducting
further civil executions in public.86 Where they had once been a demonstration of the legal
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and moral power of the autocracy, civil executions now showcased subversion. The ‘open
display of sympathy’ for the Dolgushintsy at their civil execution had shown that the
punishment ‘only leads to an increase in the number of victims of revolutionary propaganda,
and the ceremony is turned into an extremely effective instrument [of that propaganda].’ The
role of the priest at the ceremonies, far from serving as an adjunct of state power who
exhorted the revolutionaries to repent publicly of their crimes, now provided them with an
opportunity to ‘profane the faith and show their public disdain for spiritual guidance.’87
Indeed, momentarily freed from the threat of legal sanction, revolutionaries like Plotnikov
were able publicly to express, often before large crowds, sentiments that the threat of
punishment would otherwise have silenced. What should have been the most graphic display
of the autocrat’s domination of his subjects – the ‘reactivation of power’ Foucault discerned
in the public executions of pre-revolutionary France – had in fact become the moment of the
subject’s radical empowerment.
The Third Department report concluded that ‘public civil executions do more harm
than good.’ If the judgements of the courts required ‘greater publicity (glasnost’) then
different means should be used which are not accompanied by the difficulties of public civil
executions.’ The punitive ritual could be taken ‘inside the walls of the prison’, and notices
could be placed in prominent locations to advertise its execution. The report thus
recommended that the autocracy abandon the theatre of punitive power in the squares of
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Russian towns and cities and rely instead on the prosaic communication of legal sanctions by
means of the printed word.88
Accepting these recommendations, Minister of Justice Dmitrii Nabokov wrote to the
State Council, underlining ‘shortcomings in the practice of civil executions that need to be
addressed not simply in order to preserve the dignity of the judicial verdict, but also in
particular for considerations of a political nature.’ Nabokov argued with explicit reference to
the disorderly civil execution of the Dolgushintsy:

the public staging of this kind of ceremony sometimes leads to results that are directly
contrary to the interests of the government. It makes it easier for criminals, who are fanatical
in their pursuit of revolutionary goals, to exploit a position which they already have nothing
to lose in order to inflame the passions of the people and present themselves as martyrs to
freedom.89

Nabokov accordingly recommended that, henceforth, the ceremony of civil execution should
be staged out of public view inside prison grounds. Fellow ministers agreed, the tsar
approved the recommendation and, on 6 October 1878, the government formally abolished
public civil executions as a precursor to exile to Siberia.90
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Conclusion
Amidst the violent turmoil of the 1905 Revolution, the Populist author Vladimir Korolenko,
himself a former political exile, published an essay on the life of Chernyshevskii in the liberal
‘thick journal’ Russian Wealth. Drawing heavily on eyewitness testimony, Korolenko
reconstructed Chernyshevskii’s civil execution and dwelt on the constellation of forces that
had gathered on Mytninskaia Square on that May morning in 1864:

The tableau… – the pale figure of the thinker on the scaffold and the ring of his educated
‘accomplices’ between the chain of gendarmes and the hostile common people – gives one
pause for thought in our time when the historical significance of what we call the
intelligentsia is subject to attacks from the most diametrically opposed sides.91

Korolenko discerned a familiar image of the intelligentsia trapped between the unpredictable
violence of the masses and the repressive despotism of the Russian state.92 Yet the image he
conjures yields an altogether different perspective if attention is directed not to the
intelligentsia but rather to the gendarmes guarding the scaffold. They found themselves
deployed to defend the orderly performance of autocratic justice from both an educated
audience determined to subvert the ceremony, and from an unruly mob whose hostility
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towards the criminal might erupt into violent unrest. As such, they personified the official
nervousness at the prospect of disorder, either discursive or physical, that surrounded the civil
executions of revolutionaries in the 1860s and 1870s. The tsarist authorities’ attempts to
orchestrate orderly punitive rituals in public were part of a broader effort to defend the
autocracy’s symbolic authority. As crafted in the statutes of the Russian penal code, civil
executions were a political spectacle intended to underline the absolute supremacy of the
autocracy and the abject fate of those who dared to challenge it. Yet in the reign of Alexander
II, the rise of the revolutionary movement recast the execution site as not a ceremony of
communal denigration and expulsion but rather a stage on which were enacted the widening
cleavages now running through imperial society: those that separated the intelligentsia from
officialdom and those that separated both from the common people.
The authorities might have exaggerated the threat posed to the state by either the
radical sympathies of educated Russians or the unruly behaviour of the plebeian crowds who
attended the civil executions of dissidents and revolutionaries. Mounting official disquiet
speaks, nevertheless, to the state’s diminishing symbolic authority. Formally, the state wished
to confront the revolutionary movement out in the open, deploying the spectacle of civil
execution as a form of moral instruction in the perils of sedition. Yet official correspondence
repeatedly betrayed deep disquiet at the risks of publicity and the dangers of making appeals
to the uneducated masses who were at best an unreliable ally in the struggle with radicals. As
the Council of Minsters noted in a discussion in 1879, ‘the masses are ready to aid the
government [in its struggle] against its enemies but this assistance is too disorderly, violent
and always borders on the wanton. It is, therefore, too dangerous for the government to be
able to rely on it.’93 Time and again, officials dutifully carried out civil executions against
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their better judgement, while in practice attempting to limit the publicity surrounding them
for fear of the disorder that might ensue. When the authorities finally abandoned the public
ritual of the civil execution on the eve of a wave of revolutionary terror, it was less the
modernisation of punitive practices championed by legal reformers than a forced concession
to a new political reality.
Condemned radicals demonstrated their political commitments and solidarity on and
around the scaffold in a direct challenge to the official hierarchies of subordination and
obedience demanded by the state. In so doing, they exposed the fragility of the pageantry
upon which rested so much of the political culture of tsarism. The choreography of civil
executions now proved dangerously liable to subversion, a manifestation not of power but of
weakness. The eventual retreat of the sovereign from public view in the administration of
punishment reflected the increasing exhaustion of dynastic authority as the mainstay of
official culture. The tsar’s authority could no longer be projected to awe-inspiring effect into
the squares and market places of Russian towns and cities; it now sought refuge behind
prison walls from symbolic assault by the tsar’s own subjects.
The ‘failed rituals’ of the civil executions of ‘state criminals’ in the reign of
Alexander II laid bare the crumbling cornerstone of Russian absolutism’s symbolic authority:
the power to institute, sustain and destroy identity. In the confrontation between the state and
the revolutionary movement, honour or dignity, understood as an inalienable human quality
possessed by the individual, had come to eclipse the ‘status’ that could be conferred or
withdrawn by the sovereign. The absolutist monarchy had striven to ensure that the two
remained coterminous, but, as both legal reformers and political subversives in the reign of
Alexander II highlighted, their meanings were increasing in direct conflict with one another.
The figure of the ruler as the source of law also loomed over the staging of civil
executions. The tsar’s authority to strip his subjects of their rights was a manifestation of his
own prerogatives, and the radicals’ acts of indifference and rebellion on the scaffold were,
40

accordingly, a contestation of the very essence of autocratic sovereignty. Their insistence on
their own inalienable dignity implied a set of natural rights that placed limitations on the
legitimate exercise of state power and offered a direct symbolic challenge to the ‘imperial
rights regime’ of the absolutist state. This political discourse of dignity and natural rights
circulated ever more widely in the final decades of the nineteenth century and, by the time the
regime stumbled into the 1905 Revolution, it had become established as a key component of
the revolutionary worldview, espoused not just by noblemen and educated radicals but also
by countless insurgent workers and peasants.94
As the reign of Alexander II entered its third decade, the ‘soft power’ of ceremonial
punishment was exposed as a spent force, undermined by rebellious political prisoners, their
ardent supporters and the sceptical and unruly masses. Its position as arbiter of honour and
status among the tsar’s subjects diminished, the autocracy found itself increasingly reliant in
the unfolding political contest with the revolutionaries on the ‘hard power’ of exile,
imprisonment and executions. The absolutist state was left struggling to adjust to a new
political drama in which it was no longer the director but merely one actor among many.
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